Abstract. It has been proposed that Jupiter's satellite Europa currently possesses a global subsurface ocean of liquid water. Galileo gravity data verify that the satellite is differentiated into an outer H20 layer about 100 km thick but cannot determine the current physical state of this layer (liquid or solid). Here we summarize the geological evidence regarding an extant subsurface ocean, concentrating on Galileo imaging data. We describe and assess 
Introduction and Relevance
It is possible that Jupiter's satellite Europa currently possesses a global subsurface ocean. Voyager-era observations ( Figure 1 )and modeling offered tantalizing clues regarding the geology and state of Europa (see Lucchitta and Soderblotn [1982] and Malin and Pieri [1986] for reviews). Recent Galileo data complement these data and add credence to the ocean hypothesis. As described below (section 2.1), Galileo gravity measurements indicate that Europa is differentiated. The satellite can be considered to be a rocky object slightly smaller than Earth's moon but with an outer lay_er of H20 some 100 km 
Europa's Interior

Gravity Measurements and Internal Structure
Prior to the Galileo mission there were two competing models for the internal structure of Europa ]. In one model, Europa consisted of an anhydrous rocky core with the density of Io or the Moon surrounded by a layer of H20 (ice and possibly liquid water) that could be more than 100 km thick. In the other model, most of the water in Europa was retained in a hydrated silicate interior surrounded by a thin ice layer. Constraints on these pre-Galileo models included the known mean density of Europa (about 3040 kg m '3) and knowledge that Europa's surface is largely water ice. The possibility that Europa might have differentiated a metallic core did not receive discussion.
Debate centered around the extent to which Europa's interior was dehydrated and, in the fully dehydrated model, whether the outer water layer was completely frozen or had a liquid layer beneath an outermost layer of ice. Today, as a consequence of the Galileo measurements of Europa's gravitational field, we know that the model of Europa with a thin ice shell above a largely hydrated silicate interior is no longer tenable.
Europa's gravitational field has been determined on the basis of radio Doppler data from four encounters of the Galileo spacecraft with Europa (E4, E6, E11, and El2) [Anderson et al., 1997 [Anderson et al., , 1998b ]. An inversion of these data together with ground-based astrometric data on the positions of the four Galilean satellites and optical navigation data from the Voyager missions to Jupiter gives values for all the spherical harmonic gravitational coefficients of degree 2 including J2 = 435.5 + 8.2 and C22 = 131.0 + 2.5 (J2 and C22 in units of 10 -6) [Anderson et al., 1998b] . It is assumed that the source of Europa's spherical harmonic degree 2 gravitational field is an equilibrium ellipsoidal distortion of the satellite caused by its spin and the tidal forces it experiences as it revolves around Jupiter in effectively synchronous rotation with its orbital period. With this assumption, the value of C22 can be used to infer Europa's axial [1979] included the heat produced by tidal dissipation in Europa's outer ice shell and found that this heat source could offset the subsolidus convective cooling of the ice and prevent complete solidification of the water ocean. A steady state could be achieved in which tidal dissipative heating in an ice shell above a liquid water ocean would be carried upward by convection in the ice; the balance between the dissipative heat source and the convective cooling would leave the ice layer with a constant thickness. Cassen et al. [1980] later revised their estimate of tidal heating downward, again opening the question of whether the water layer on Europa could freeze completely over geological time.
moment of inertia C, normalized to MR 2 (M is the mass of Europa and R is its radius), as C/MR
The competition between the tendency of tidal heating to maintain a liquid water ocean and that of subsolidus ice convection to freeze the ocean has now been analyzed for nearly two decades without achieving a definitive conclusion [Greenberg, 1982; Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1986] , as well as the rheology of ice at tidal periods. Notably, tidal dissipation is expected to be greatest where the ice is warmest and most deformable, nominally at the base of the ice layer [Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989b] . The temperature profile and degree of tidal deformation in the ice shell depend on the satellite's internal structure, in particular the existence of a global liquid ocean beneath the ice layer and the ice thickness. Overall, these models predict that Europa's current orbital eccentricity may be able to produce a heat flow of about 25 to 50 mW m '2 which may be able to maintain a conductive ice shell about 10 to 30 km thick Other properties of the ice are also important and highly uncertain. The thermal conductivity of the ice depends on temperature and physical state of the ice (density and distribution of cracks, for example). A thermally insulating layer at the surface of Europa would promote stabilization of a liquid water ocean ; Ross and Schubert, 1987] . The occurrence of minor constituents in the ice and ocean such as salts [Kargel, 1991; McCord et al., 1998 McCord et al., , 1999 and ammonia [Deschamps and Sotin, 1998 ] would affect the rheology of the ice and the freezing temperature of an ocean.
Tidal heating on major faults or within convective upwellings in Europa's ice shell may be important locally [Stevenson, 1996; McKinnon, 1999] , and tidal heating due to forced circulations in a thin liquid water ocean sandwiched between the rock interior and the overlying ice may prevent complete solidification of an ocean [Yoder and Sjogren, 1996] . Tidal heating is too dependent on too many unknown or poorly known the same population of objects, thought to be derived mostly from the asteroid belt, has dominated the cratering in both the Jovian system and inner Solar System. They further argue that the cratering rate must have had a similar history in the outer and inner Solar System, having been very high and declining rapidly prior to about 3.5 billion years ago and low and essentially constant ever since. Moreover, they reason that the youngest basin on Ganymede (Gilgamesh) should have approximately the same 3.8 Gyr age as the youngest basin on the sume that all these craters are primaries, the resulting ages range from 0.7 to 2.8 Gyr. Thus, in estimating an old age for Europa's surface, Neukum [1997] and Neukum et al.
[1998] make two fundamental assumptions: 1) Gilgamesh is 3.8 Gyr old, and 2) the cratering flux in the Jovian system has decayed over time in a manner identical to the lunar decay. We note that assumption (1) is uncertain, and assumption (2) would not be directly relevant if Europa's surface is young and dominated by more recent cometary impacts. 
Model II
A
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Shoemaker [1996] and Zahnle et al. [1998] both find that main belt asteroids contribute negligibly to crateting in the Jovian system. Zahnle et al. point out that a million kilometer-sized asteroids must be ejected outward from the asteroid for just one to hit Ganymede (or Europa) and form a single 20 km crater, and there are simply not enough asteroids in the asteroid belt to cause significant cratering of the Galilean satellites at this low yield. Therefore they challenge the assumption of Model I that the same population of objects cause the cratering in the inner and outer Solar System. Shoemaker [1996] and Zahnle et al. [1998] . These values can be compared to the estimate of 1.7 x l0 -13 km -2 yr '• by Shoemaker [1996] . Zahnle et al. conclude that the uncertainty in the crateting rate is about a factor of 5, mainly (a factor of 3) due to the uncertainty in converting comet magnitudes to masses.
Because of observational limitations, estimates cannot be made of production rates for smaller size craters.
Although Zahnle et al. estimate a factor of 5 uncertainty for the current cratering rate, they do not explicitly discuss the uncertainty involved in extrapolating backward in time to estimate the age of satellite surfaces, instead assuming a constant rate. Astronomical surveys and observations of Earth and the Moon have shown that the current crateting rate is within a factor of 3 of the average cratering rate over the past -3.2 Gyr [Shoemaker et al., 1990; McEwen et al., 1997] . However, Zahnle et al. [1998] argue convincingly that the populations leading to impacts on Earth and the Moon are largely separate from those affecting Jupiter. Few observational constraints are currently available on the long-term temporal variability of Jupiter-farrdly comets, but theoretical models provide some insight. According to Levison and Duncan [1997] , the median dynamical lifetime of massless particles as they evolve from Neptune-encountering orbits in the Kuiper belt into Jupiterfamily comets is 4.5 x 107 years. As we will see, this median lifetime is comparable to the hypothesized average age of Europa's surface, so we can be reassured that the current cratering rate is typical over this timescale. (The extrapolation issue becomes a greater concern for estimating the age of Ganymede.)
The current cratering rate of Zahnle et al. is much higher than that estimated by Neukum [1997] and Neukum et al. [1998] . Figure 3 combines crater counts on a small portion of the antijovian wedges area (observation C3WEDGES01; 15S, 195W), imaged at -420 meters per pixel (m/pxl) during orbit C3, and an area of mottled terrain (observation E4MACSTR02; 5N, 330W) imaged at ~30 rn/pxl during orbit E4 [Neukum, 1997] . If we extrapolate from the observational limit of 3 km up to 10 km, we obtain a cumulative crater frequency of 2.5 x 10 '6 km '2 for craters larger than 10 km in diameter. Figure 1 l c) in the hopes of dating these smaller, apparently more youthful units. In places, there are abundant small craters on the surface of the chaos, but they can be definitively identified as secondary craters derived from the distant, fresh, and large crater Pwyll (see section 4.1); the small craters are numerous in visible patches of Pwyll rays and they fall off dramatically with distance from the rays. Well away from the rays, the density of craters a few hundred meters in diameter is surprisingly low, about a factor of 30 less than a simple extrapolation to smaller diameters (with a cumulative slope of -3) from the density of multikilometer craters on typical Europan plains. This density is an upper limit to the density of small primary impact craters if Pwyll or other recent large impacts have contributed some secondary craters far from the visible rays. We note it is possible that small craters might be poorly retained or recognized on the hummocky material of the chaos matrix.
Using Model II and assuming the extrapolation is valid, the far-from-ray crater density suggests crater retention ages on the floor of the chaos less than 1 Myr, an age overall consistent with the expected -3 Myr frequency of Pwyll-sized impacts on Europa. However, as stated above, we do not know the size distribution of smaller comets so the extrapolation may not be correct. Still, it is likely that (1) the stratigraphically young Conamara Chaos is younger in absolute age than typical surfaces on Europa (by about an order of magnitude), and/or (2) there is a prominent lack of small cometary impactors (compared with, for example, the asteroidal size distribution adopted in Model I).
Galileo has surveyed only a very small fraction of Europa's surface at adequate resolutions to measure spatial densities of subkilometer craters. In addition, we know that there are many other mottled terrains at low to middle latitudes on Europa which at low resolution look similar to Conamara Chaos.
It is plausible that there is a wider distribution of chaos terrain ages and that there are many younger than those imaged so far; therefore it is possible that terrains exist with Model II ages significantly younger than a million years. The young ages derived by the preferred Shoemaker-Zahnle model imply that the processes described subsequently in this article are probably active today because 10 ? years represents such a small fraction of the satellite's history. Thus, if the deformation in Conamara Chaos is due to warm ice or water at shallow depths, as seems certain (see section 4.5), there may be places on Europa where there is warm ice or water at shallow depths today.
The youthful age of Europa presents an enigma, in that geological relationships in most areas observed suggest that chaos and lenticulae are forming at the expense of the more typical Europan surface of criss-crossing ridges and bands; evidence for ridges and bands cutting across chaos and lenticulae is more sparse. If the surface is in quasi-equilibrium we should be seeing both occurring with comparable resurfacing rates. Conceivably the ridge-forming and chaos-forming processes operate episodically, and chaos-forming processes have been most recently in the ascendancy. This and other possible evolutionary scenarios are explored in section 6.2.
The Geological Evidence
Various geological lines of evidence have been used to argue for or against the existence of a Europan ocean, some suggested based on Voyager data (see Pappalardo et al. [1996] for a summary). Some lines of evidence are amplified, some are diminished, and others are newly suggested by Galileo imaging data. Here we provide an overview of nine lines of geological evidence, and their possible implications for the presence of an ocean concurrent with Europa's surface deformation (i.e., very recently and probably today). The arguments summarized here are primarily derived from the large body of work produced to date by the Galileo Imaging Team.
In investigating the implications for subsurface liquid, it is important to evaluate whether Europa's surface features necessitate liquid water, or whether "warm ice" or a localized "water-ice slurry" can explain the observed geological deformation Photoclinometric profiles across Govannan crater (Figure 4c ), 10 km in diameter, yield a large diameter-to-depth ratio of 30, implying relaxation of this crater as well ].
Based on Voyager data, it was suggested that the absence of large craters on Europa might be due to relaxation of topography in a low viscosity lithosphere maintained above a liquid layer [Squyres et ]. This conclusion is based on the presence of circular pits that we interpret to be secondary craters surrounding both features (Figure 4) . The lack of regional relief across them and the morphological facies within are analogous to the characteristics of Overall, Europa's large impact features suggest formation in a-6 to 15 km thick lithosphere, overlying a low-viscosity material. Significant crater relaxation implies a weak lithosphere, potentially because the lithosphere has been warm. Modeling of multiringed structure formation suggests that the impacts which created them penetrated to material of relatively low viscosity. This material may be liquid water but instead could be warm solid-state ice which experienced high stresses within the transient crater.
4.2.
Lenticulae and
Solid-State Convection
Galileo images show that among the stratigraphically most recent features on Europa's surface are circular to elliptical pits, domes, and dark spots -7 to 15 km in diameter, spaced -5 to 20 km apart (Figure 6) [Carr et al., 1998; Greeley et al., 1998b; Pappalardo et al., 1998a] . These features, collectively termed "lenticulae," generally modify and disrupt the preexisting ridged plains, which are widespread and consist of subparallel ridges and grooves that overlap in successive generations. Lower resolution images show that lenticulae, along with regions of chaos (see section 4.5.), appear to comprise the previously defined "mottled terrain" of Europa, which occurs over a large portion of the satellite's imaged surface [Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982] . Therefore we infer that these pits, domes, and spots are widespread across Europa's mottled terrain.
The similarity in size and spacing of pits, domes, and spots and the gradation in morphology among them suggest that they are genetically related. The features have all altered the original topography through upward or downward deformation; most have also disrupted and/or resurfaced the preexisting plains ( Figure 6 ). The features have been interpreted to represent a sequence in which the surface was upwarped by diapiric intrusion beneath a relatively thin rigid surface layer, along with localized disruption of the surface and/or extrusion of buoyant diapiric material [Head et Further bubble growth by decompression and coalescence would ultimately disrupt a bubbly liquid into a rapidly expanding gas-droplet spray, which would erupt to form a gas-dominated explosive plume. The separation of the gas and water phases implies that large-volume water flows would be difficult to achieve by this mechanism. Crawford and Stevenson [1988] suggested that this mechanism might operate in water-filled cracks propagating upward from an ocean through a thin ice shell.
2. Buoyancy-driven ascent is possible if contaminants in the ice and/or water significantly modify the density of one phase with respect to the other [e.g., Wilson and Head, 1998 ]. Alternatively, lithospheric density could be increased by formation of clathrates [Lunine and Stevenson, 1985] or the presence of non-ice material (-4 to 9% by volume of silicate particles would produce a density contrast of 10 to 100 kg m-3). Models for cryovolcanism on Europa are severely limited by poor compo3itional constraints. Uncertainty exists regarding the presence, amounts, and composition of volatiles and contaminants in the ice and presumed liquids. This precludes more definitive determination of the origins of the landforms in question, and their implications for Europa's interior structure and the presence of an ocean. Based on our current knowledge, we conclude that none of the inferred cryovolcanic feature types requires a global ocean. In fact, other configurations are preferable for some features. For example, if buoyancy mechanisms cannot be invoked to explain liquid effusions, then the requirement for pressure-driven eruption could be met by having discrete water reservoirs; it would be difficult or impossible to achieve local pressurization of a global water layer [Wilson et al., 1997] . Cryoclastic volcanism requires that a volatilebearing liquid be depressurized by the opening of a fracture. Detailed modeling of fracture and dike propagation in ice are necessary to understand whether these processes would be more likely to occur in the presence of an ocean or above pressurized cryomagma chambers.
The question of Europa's ocean remains unresolved on the basis of the potential cryovolcanic features discussed here. These features are significant in that they offer good evidence for the presence of some amount of subsurface heating and melting in Europa's recent past, and perhaps currently. In summary, along with the analogous processes of complete lithospheric separation and creation of new lithospheric material, the units and characteristics of Europan pull-apart bands are similar to those in terrestrial oceanic-spreading environments. This suggests that a terrestrial spreading and rifting model is an appropriate analog for Europan pull-apart bands [Sullivan et In a convecting ice asthenosphere, the transition from conductive to convective heat loss would occur along an upper thermal boundary layer, which would also correspond to a rheological transition. The sharp decrease in strength from the brittle-ductile transition to the depth of a convecting ice asthenosphere is a prime candidate for the sharp decollement implied by Europa's pull-apart bands. A convecting ice asthenosphere could in turn, but does not necessarily, overlie a deeper liquid water ocean. Hence we concur with previous workers [Schenk and McKinnon, 1989 To test these endmember models, a portion of Conamara Chaos was imaged at 10 m/pxl during Galileo orbit El2 (Figure  1 l c) . These high-resolution images reveal that the matrix has a rough and hummocky texture. The matrix material shows no obviously lobate boundaries as might be expected if it was emplaced as solid-state ice, nor are smooth patches seen as might be expected if the matrix material was emplaced as a liquid (compare with the much smoother materials seen at similar resolution in Figure 7) . Small-scale blocks are visible within the chaos, with a lower block size limit of -2 km before preexisting ridged terrain is no longer recognizable on them. This suggests that the texture of the smallest blocks might be destroyed by significant mass wasting and/or by tilting of the small blocks, once dissected to this critical size. Some candidate small block remnants are traceable within the matrix, implying that the matrix in part consists of preexisting lithospheric blocks which were disrupted in situ. in surrounding terrain would be the brittle surface expression of extrusion is that preexisting terrain features should be identifirim synclines, formed by withdrawal of diapiric material from able on ridge flanks. This would suggest that ridge flanks printhe broader source region that feeds them, with consequent cipally represent preexisting terrain that has been upwarped by depression of the surface above. The key observation that intrusion from below, with some additional mass-wasted debris would distinguish this and other models from those involving superimposed. Sullivan et al. [1997] Figure 13) . The first ridge model, involving accumulation of explosively erupted materials along surface fractures, and the fifth ridge model, involving addition of liquid into shallow cracks, require liquid water at or very near the surface, although most likely on a temporary basis subject to periodic recharge. The second ridge model, proposing that ridges represent debris piles squeezed into place by periodic tidal stresses, requires a liquid water ocean at most several kilometers under an icy shell. The third and fourth ridge models, involving ridge formation through upwarping of preexisting terrain into ridge flanks in response to diapirism or compression, require that subsurface materials deform ductily in response to the stresses involved in moving this material several kilometers or more to the surface. These solid-state models do not directly require the presence of subsurface liquid during ridge formation, but they do require sufficient heat at depths of several kilometers for ductile deformation of icy materials to occur.
Understanding ridge formation is a fundamental outstanding problem in Europan geology, and one important to the presence and distribution of liquid water in the satellite's subsurface. It must be emphasized that all model-dependent requirements for the presence and location of liquid water, ice-water mixtures, and warm deformable ice apply only during periods of ridge formation and modification, and might not reflect the current state of near-subsurface materials in any of the imaged areas. Overall, it must be concluded that the implications of ridges for the presence and location of subsurface liquid water remain uncertain.
4.7.
Surface frosts patches is suggestive of sublimation-driven thermal segregation, which acts on very short timescales and can dominate over sputtering in Europa's equatorial region [Spencer, 1987] . Warmer temperatures there and downslope movement of non-ice materials may initially act to concentrate dark materials in topographic lows. There is no direct evidence seen for venting of bright frosts from ridges or cracks. North is to the right, and the scene is illuminated from the east-northeast (lower right). Galileo observation 12ESMOTTLE01.
Based on Voyager imaging, it was suggested that
venting on Europa has centered on the identification by Cook et al. [1982, 1983 ] of a putative plume in one Voyager 2 image; however, this identification is highly uncertain, as is discussed in section 5.2 (see Figure 17) . Second, the rate of magnetospheric sulfur implantation on Europa's trailing hemisphere has been inferred from ultraviolet absorption depths and seems to be far less than predicted by modeled particle implantation rates; masking of sulfur by water frost might account for this apparent discrepancy, if water frost is Table 1 ). The thickness of the brittle lithosphere does not necessarily constrain the thickness of the underlying mobile layer, so Europa's total ice shell thickness could be significantly greater. Though not yet explicitly modeled for Europa's ridge topography, the satellite's presumed high thermal gradient and warm interior may have promoted relaxation of ridges and other topography over time. This would imply that the limiting height of Europa's topography is controlled by the viscoelastic properties of the lithosphere, and the competing rates of building and subsidence of topography. In this model, the fact that more recent topography displays greater elevation might suggest that the lithosphere is stronger (cooler and/or thicker) today than in the past. An alternative interpretation is that Europa's topographic relief is in a steady state, with higher topography relaxing at a rate similar to that at which new topography is formed. Quantitative analysis is necessary to determine whether relaxation of Europa's fine-scale topography is a viable hypothesis. 4.8.4. Isolated knobs. During Galileo's first orbit of Jupiter, Europa was imaged at 1.6 km/pxl, surpassing the best Voyager resolution [Belton et al., 1996] . One SSI image reveals two features with brightness characteristics suggesting they are topographic knobs (Figure 15) . Subsequent high-resolution imaging reveals that one of them, Cilix, is instead a flatfloored impact crater. To investigate the topography of the other unnamed massif (33.55øN, 169.47øW) 4.8.5. Topography: Discussion. Modeling of the strength and buoyancy of candidate surface and subsurface materials should be able to distinguish among the three principal means by which Europa's topography might be self-limiting and whether these processes might have worked in combination. Each of the proposed models is suggestive of a warm, weak lithosphere and mobile material at relatively shallow depth; however, none of them seems to require the presence of a subsurface ocean. The apparent increase in Europa's relief through time could mean that the lithosphere has progressively cooled, thickened, and strengthened over time; a steady state model is also plausible, involving relaxation of older topography over time. We find that Europa's subdued topography is If Europa's rigid near-surface is decoupled from the rocky interior, then the surface may rotate at a rate faster than synchronous, presenting an ever-changing face toward Jupiter. A satellite in an eccentric orbit experiences a torque that tends to increase its spin rate to faster than synchronous, unless it possesses a permanent mass asymmetry large enough to counter the tidal torque [Goldreich, 1966; Greenberg and Weidenschilling, 1984; Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989a] . Europa has a forced eccentricity of 1% (due to its three-body resonance with Io and Ganymede), so its orbital velocity varies along its path around Jupiter. At perijove, where tidal forces are greatest, Europa's tidal bulge lags behind the Jupiter-facing direction, creating a torque that tends to accelerate the satellite's rotation to slightly faster than synchronous. The rocky interior of Europa is expected to maintain a permanent mass asymmetry sufficient to counter this torque and therefore should be synchronously locked, but Europa's icy shell may be able to rotate nonsynchronously. 
Mechanisms and timescales of nonsynchronous rotation of
The Search for Current Activity on Europa
As discussed in section 3, Europa's surface is probably very young relative to the age of the Solar System; thus it is likely geologically active today. Furthermore, models for the tidal heating and tectonic stresses suggest that ample energy and forces are available to drive continuing activity. This activity could take several forms, including (1)tectonic activity, forming new lineaments or widening existing features; (2) solid-state convection and extrusion, forming or changing the appearance of lenticulae or chaos terrains; (3) venting of water, producing plumes and bright frost or (if non-ice material is entrained) diffuse dark mantling deposits; and (4) mass wasting of surficial materials, changing the distribution of bright and dark materials. An ongoing process is exogenic modification by sputtering erosion and redeposition, which may act to mask some of the evidence for recent geological activity.
Although we believe that the cratering record implies a young Europa, the discovery of current activity would dramatically confirm that interpretation. For example, if evidence for venting of water could be found, this would provide a "smoking gun" for current activity and would confn-m the hypothesis that at least pockets of liquid exist today below Europa's surface. However, such a discovery still would not prove the existence of a global ocean. If no surface changes are detected, their absence can nevertheless put an upper limit on rates of ongoing cryovolcanic resurfacing and tectonic activity. There are several ways in which imaging can be used to search for current activity, similar to techniques used on Io. 
Unusual Photometric Scattering
Another approach to determining if volcanic and/or tectonic emplacement of new surface materials has been occurring on Europa in recent geological history is to search for exposed deposits of frost or ice that appear to be anomalously fresh in comparison to other Europan icy surfaces. Photometric measurements should detect such differences if the light scattering behavior of freshly deposited ice is different from icy regolith that has been exposed on Europa's surface for long periods of time. Investigations of Voyager and Galileo imaging data have revealed two different types of photometric anomalies that may be interpreted to represent relatively fresh exposures of icy material: surface deposits of anomalously transparent grains, and surface deposits of relative large ice grains that have evidently not been exposed to the space weathering environment long enough to evolve to a fine-grained, mature regolith.
The best Voyager evidence for the presence of anomalously fresh frost on Europa's surface is from the controversial, 143 ø crescent "plume" image of Cook et al. [1982 Cook et al. [ , 1983 (Figure  17 ). In addition to showing an off-limb feature that was interpreted as a volcanic event [Cook et al., 1982 [Cook et al., , 1983 , the image shows a conspicuous bright spot on the surface at-34 ø, 337 ø. Helfenstein and Cook [1984] measured the photometric contrast of the bright feature relative to surrounding terrains and compared it with that measured of the same geographic region viewed at 13 ø phase. They found that, relative to the surrounding features, the brightness of the anomalous spot increased as the phase angle increased from 13 ø to 143 ø phase by more than seven standard deviations above the average surface change. Although Helfenstein and Cook [1984] interpreted this brightness change to be due to active emplacement of surface materials, a more conservative interpretation would be that the feature represents relatively transparent frost that was deposited on Europa's surface in recent geological history [cf. Verbiscer and Helfenstein, 1998 ]. McEwen [1986a] suspected that this bright region was not actually anomalous compared to other bright regions on Europa which had not been seen at high phase angles by Voyager. Indeed, in low-phase global-scale Galileo images, this area appears similar to other bright plains regions. This hypothesis will be tested with high-phase images of Europa's plains recently obtained by Galileo.
Evidence for exposures of relatively large-grained ice comes from Galileo SSI multispectral data [Geissler et al., 1998c; Clark et al., 1998 ] and from low-phase photometry images obtained during orbit G7 which reveal variations in the opposition effects of different terrains ]. Both data sets suggest that coarse-grained ice is exposed on the summits and wall escarpments of prominent, stratigraphically young ridges. High-resolution images show that these materials are likely exposed by masswasting of debris into topographically low-lying regions [Sullivan et al., , 1999a Head et al., 1998a] , and these exposures occur on young ridges with comparatively large topographic expression. Stratigraphically older ridges have more subdued topography and are interpreted to be mantled by Europan regolith [Helfenstein et al., 1998 ]. This suggests that the most prominent ridges were eraplaced recently enough in Europa's geological history that mass wasting and regolith maturation on exposed surfaces has not proceeded far enough to homogenize surface materials. Galileo images have shown no definitive sign of plumes above Europa's bright limb. Our ability to search for plumes has been limited because plume-like scattering is best detected at high phase angles. A few high-phase (179 ø) images of Europa were acquired during orbit C10, but these were at very low spatial resolution (--73 km/pxl), so any small plumes could have been missed. Images of Europa's bright limb were obtained during orbit El9 at high resolution and high phase angle, but over a very limited portion of the globe (about 20 ø of arc). We note that a tantalizing dim "haze" seems to exist above Europa's limb in one high-phase El9 Galileo image (s484888253); however, our analysis shows that this is a false double-exposure rather than a real phenomenon, probably resulting from incomplete closing of the camera shutter blades in combination with an imaging mode that does not include a preexposure erasure of the CCD array. Stereo observations offer another way to detect active venting, and this is the way Triton's plumes were discovered [Smith et al., 1989] . No such evidence has been seen from stereo views of Europa, but a systematic search has not yet been completed.
Search for Airglow
In order to search for airglow that might be associated with current activity, images of Europa's trailing hemisphere were acquired at a resolution of 21 km/pxl while the satellite was in Jupiter's shadow during orbit G7. A diffuse glow was observed in the region within 30 ø of the subjovian point. While this phenomenon could possibly be due to geological activity, we note that other explanations are viable. First, this region is also the subsolar region just prior to eclipse, so solar heating provides an alternative means for concentrating atmospheric gasses. Second, the regions near 0 ø and 180 ø longitude are places where charged particles might be precipitating into Eu- No single piece of geological evidence discussed in this paper is itself wholly convincing of a current subsurface Europan ocean. In fact, we find that some perceived lines of evidence (watery flows, surface frosts, and topography) have no certain relationship to the existence or nonexistence of an ocean. Viewed as a whole, we conclude that there is compelling evidence for a warm, low-viscosity material at shallow depths during the history of Europa's pervasive deformation, and warm subsurface matehal (liquid water, warm ice, and/or transient partially melted ice slumes) probably played a key role in controlling much of Europa's surface geology. Based on the low crater density and inferred youthful crater age of the satellite, we conclude that Europa's surface is probably geologically very young. This implies that the Europa's deformation is geologically recent, and that its subsurface has been warm in the recent past. However, no definitive evidence of ongoing activity (e.g., surface changes) is yet revealed in images of the satellite.
The nine lines of geological evidence regarding a Europan ocean are summarized as follows. Relaxation of large craters suggests a warm weak lithosphere; multiringed impact structures indicate penetration to a low viscosity layer, suggesting liquid water or warm low-viscosity ice at a depth of -6 -15 km. A model-dependent indication of a water ocean comes from the suggestion that Europa's lenticulae are produced by thermal convection; if warm ice diapirs initiate at an ice-water interface, modeling of their rise height limits the ice shell to <40 km thick, which is less than total thickness of Europa's outer H20 layer as inferred from Doppler gravity data. Extrusion of liquid water is implied by some very smooth (probably cryovolcanic) deposits, indicating localized water reservoirs but providing no certain evidence of a global ocean. Pull-apart bands could have formed by lithospheric separation atop a ductile ice asthenosphere, suggesting a steep thermal gradient but not requiring a liquid water ocean. The presence of small mobile ice blocks (some of which may have tilted) imaged in chaos regions argues that chaos matrix material was quite mobile at the time of its emplacement, suggesting eraplacement as an ice-liquid slurry, but this is not necessarily indicative of a global ocean. Some ridge formation models suggest liquid water (perhaps an ocean) at depth, but solid-state deformation models are also viable.
There is no definitive evidence for active venting of liquid water from Europa's interior; instead, sputtering may be the dominant method of H20 redistribution. Subdued topography is indicative of warm lithospheric material but has no certain bearing on subsurface liquid. Europa's global-scale tectonic patterns indicate that nonsynchronous rotation and diurnal flexing have been the primary stress influences on the satellite, most readily accounted for if Europa's icy shell is decoupled from the rocky interior by liquid water; however, the effects of realistic ice rheologies have not yet been investigated, and it is uncertain that these processes are ongoing today.
A liquid water ocean within Europa would be a simple and comprehensive explanation for the range of geological landforms and geophysical phenomena inferred from Galileo image data. However, we cannot determine conclusively that a liquid water layer necessarily exists or has existed in the recent past within Europa. In accounting for most of the geological evidence discussed here, liquid water is not strictly required: warm low-viscosity ice and/or transient ice-liquid slurries can allow for the observed deformation. In fact, a ductile ice layer is expected to exist between the cold upper ice lithosphere and any liquid water below (Figure 10 ), making it difficult for any subsurface liquid water to directly affect the surface geology. A subsurface liquid water ocean remains a viable, but unproven, hypothesis.
Determining the depth to Europa's low-viscosity (plausibly liquid) layer is challenging. Table 1 
How Could a Young Europa Change Its Geological
Style?
The existence of a subsurface Europan, and scenarios for stability and evolution of an ocean over geological time, are issues intricately tied to the satellite's surface age and style of geological activity. Mottled terrain units (lenticulae and chaos) have been imaged during each close encounter of Galileo with Europa. It is most commonly found that these are among Europa's youngest materials, crosscutting older bands and ridged plains, while ridged plains materials are commonly inferred to be Europa's stratigraphically oldest units (Figures 11 a  and 12a) This scenario implies that mottled terrain should be converted back into ridged plains, but areas showing such transitions are rare. Limited Galileo coverage means it is possible that we have not observed the right places on the satellite, but this explanation seems less likely as the mission nears a close. Perhaps the conversion back to ridged plains occurs rapidly and completely, so that all evidence of preexisting terrain is lost. 1997] .) This seems an unlikely explanation for Europa because of the necessary coincidence in timing. Moreover, a slow cooling of the satellite might be expected to bring about a progressive change in the satellite's geological style, leading to differently aged surface units which might be reflected in crater counts, but such is not evident from our preliminary examinations of small craters on Europa.
Perhaps we are seeing a unique time in Europa's history because the satellite's near-surface and deep interior recently cooled from a unique transient heating event. Malhotra [ 1991 ] and Showman and Malhotra [1997] have investigated possible scenarios for the three-body tidal evolution of the Galilean satellites, from the assumption that the satellites' orbital configuration evolved into the Laplace resonance over time. Although the authors are principally concerned with the tidal evolution of Ganymede, they find that the orbital eccentricity of Europa can increase during passage through several candidate Laplacelike tidal resonances. Ganymede's large free eccentricity suggests that passage through such a resonance may have occurred relatively recently, likely <1 Gyr ago  this model is consistent with the current warm interior of Ganymede implied by its magnetic field [Kivelson et al., 1996] . In this way, it is possible we are seeing Europa at a unique time in its history. Perhaps Europa's visible surface deformation occurred over a very short period of time when its orbital eccentricity was increased during passage through tidal resonance prior to entry into the stable Laplace resonance. In this scenario, tidal heating would have been greatly amplified, and the satellite's H20 layer partially or wholly melted. Today the satellite would be cooling off, with any internal ocean in the process of freezing or perhaps wholly frozen. 
Episodic resurfacing model. Another model is one in which Europa
1998
]. Hydrated MgSO 4 salts are predicted to be a significant component of a Europan ocean, based on evolutionary modeling that assumes an initial carbonaceous chondrite composition [Kargel, 1991] . While such salts are not themselves colored, a colored liquid that includes hydrated magnesium salts has been produced in experiments in which primitive meteorites are leached in water [Fanale et al., 1998 ].
Hydrated salts are common in terrestrial evaporite deposits, and McCord et al. [1998, 1999] infer that the observed spectra may be the signature of salt-rich brine extruded onto Europa's surface. Presumably solid-state convection can also serve to transport salt-rich material from a brine-rich sublayer toward the surface. Comparison of NIMS spectra of Europa to laboratory salt spectra reveals some discrepancies, and grain size effects could play an important role [Dalton and Clark, 1999] . NIMS data provide a probe of the composition of Europa's endogenic materials and potentially the composition of a subsurface ocean. Additional Galileo and laboratory spectral data will help to refine the nature of Europa's surface impurities, their distribution, and their relative abundances.
PPR Search for Thermal Anomalies
The volcanic activity of Io was first detected from infrared observations of hot spots [Witteborn et al., 1979] . From Galileo and other observations it is clear that Europa does not share Io's energetic and high-temperature hot spots, but lowtemperature anomalies remain a possibility. In 1981, ground-variety of ice temperature profiles and impurity concentrations, for a radar wavelength of 6 m. For an ice lithosphere with a conductive temperature profile, they find that an ice/ocean interface can be detected to -5 -10 km depth if the ice is relatively clean (-1 -10% lunar-like impurities). If the ice shell is convecting with a warm (-250 K) adiabatic temperature profile, the detection depth is reduced to -3 -5 km for relatively clean ice; detection is precluded for a warm convecting lithosphere with impurity levels -50%. Thus the prospect of detecting a -10 km deep ice/water interface is reasonable if Europa's ice is relatively cold and clean; however, warm convecting ice may preclude radar detection of an ice-ocean interface. Even if a radar signal does not detect an ocean interface, a radar system might detect melt zones within the shallower Europan lithosphere, if such zones occur beneath the satellite's youngest ridges, lenticulae, or chaos.
An orbiting thermal instrument has the potential to detect the infrared signature of ice or water flows recently erupted onto Europa's surface. If the local surface albedo is known and a region is observed at several different times of day to allow computation of the local radiative balance, an extruded water flow can be detected for decades to centuries (J. Van Cleve, Detecting Europan thermal palimpsests, submitted to Icarus, 1999; hereinafter referred to as submitted paper). If nighttime surface temperatures exceed 130 K, then endogenic activity can be confidently inferred even if the albedo and thermophysical properties of the surface are unknown [Spencer et al., 1999] . J. Van Cleve (submitted paper, 1999) demonstrates that the thermal radiation from a warm ice eruption _> 200 m in diameter exlauded at Europa's equator can be detected for -30 years and a similarly sized eruption of a thick liquid water flow can be detected for -90 years; a freezing water deposit at 60 ø latitude can be detected thermally for -400 years. Confirmation of current activity would imply that Europa's surface is indeed young and would increase the likelihood that a subsurface ocean has persisted to the current day. The Galileo magnetometer suggestion of an induced magnetic field at Europa, plausibly produced by induction in a salty subsurface ocean, could be definitively tested with an orbiting magnetometer. Induced and intrinsic field signatures could be distinguished by monitoring Europa's magnetic field as the radial component of the external Jovian field reverses sign on the timescale of half the satellite's 11.1 hour synodic period about Jupiter.
Potential Surface Experiments
Following an orbiter mission, one or more surface landers or penetrators might be sent to Europa, as outlined by Chyba et al. [1999] . A science goal of primary importance would be direct compositional sampling of near-surface materials. This would be indicative of the chemistry of Europa's icy shell and potentially of its subsurface ocean. Testing for organic materials would be of fundamental importance, and it would be vital to sample materials which are shallowly buried and so protected from the intense Jovian radiation environment [Varnes and Jakosky, 1999] . Direct sampling might allow Europa's surface materials to be radiometrically dated [Kargel, 1992] .
Lander instruments could determine the internal structure of Europa, notably the depth to a subsurface ocean. If Europa is geologically active, then abundant tectonic activity probably occurs today; tidal flexing may produce detectable seismic activity even on a geologically inactive world. If seismic detectors are positioned on the surface, the satellite's subsurface structure could be mapped by monitoring the types and arrival times of seismic waves. The time-varying Jovian field can serve as an ideal source for passive electromagnetic investigation of Europa's subsurface. Electromagnetic sounding, such as the magnetotelluric method of simultaneous measurement of electric and magnetic fields, would allow the local conductivity structure of Europa to be determined, quantifying the local depth to an ice/water interface [Grimm, 1999] . A measure of endogenic heat flow is important to understanding Europa's degree of current geological activity and its internal heat sources, and placement of temperature sensors within the subsurface may permit measurement of local heat flow. Very high resolution imaging would be important in providing the geological context for surface measurements and to understanding the small-scale characteristics of the local terrain. Ultimately, it may be possible for a "hydrobot" craft to melt its own path through Europa's ice shell, in order to explore a subsurface ocean in situ [Trowell et al., 1996] . The heat energy required could be supplied by a nuclear source, and a surface station would relay data back to Earth. Perhaps once it reached liquid, a craft could detach itself to investigate Europa's physical and chemical oceanography and to search for the signature of indigenous biology, exploring as an autonomous underwater vehicle.
Major Outstanding Questions
Many questions about Europa have been answered with Galileo data, but many remain, as outlined throughout this work. Here are summarized five principal outstanding questions relevant to the current existence of a Europan ocean.
1. What is the distribution of ice and liquid water within Europa today? Recently acquired Galileo data along with continued analysis and geophysical modeling will help to address this fundamental issue. Future geophysical measurements are necessary to answer this question more conclusively.
2. What is the age of the surface, and is Europa currently active? Improved determination of impactor fluxes, analysis of crater size-frequency distributions, understanding of processes that age surface materials, and searches for current activity will help to constrain Europa's age and its degree of ongoing activity. Innovative techniques to more directly measure Europa's surface age would be of great value.
3. Have there been changes in Europa's heat flow and geological style through time? Geological mapping, morphological analyses, and geophysical modeling are vital to this issue, along with more extensive imaging coverage.
4. What impurities exist on and within Europa's H20-dominated outer layer? A combination of multispectral, theoretical, and laboratory investigations can address the nature and geological effects of Europan non-water-ice components, and their possible relevance to exobiology.
5. Have there been variations in Europa's rotational and orbital characteristics through time? Geological mapping and theoretical modeling are necessary to better constrain the degree and rate of Europa's nonsynchronous rotation and tidal evolution. Improved understanding of the geological histories of all four Galilean satellites is needed to address the issue of tidal evolution.
